Eyewear Agents – Nationwide Sales Agents needed – 25% on target commission
We are Global Eyewear Brands LLP, we source and distribute, design and market, optical and
sunglass eyewear to retailers, other distributors and direct to consumers in the UK and
internationally.
Due to growth, we are actively looking for 6 eyewear sales agents to join our young and fast moving
UK / EIRE eyewear business,
Our fantastic range covers both the current fashion trends and existing classical style frames
available to the UK optical market.
We are looking for people to join us as a self-employed agent, which will provide excellent earnings
potential with commission rates up to 25%. However we are also open to taking on a successful inhouse reps in addition (see other adverts).
We are looking for agents that come with existing experience and contacts, have a self-starting
nature and a proven track record of sales within the fashion and optical frames market, ideally from
a FMCG background. Our range will perfectly complement existing portfolio's and have enough
gravitas & variations to be sold exclusively too.
In addition to the exceptional commission rates of up to 25%, you will also receive full commission
on repeat orders and the top performers will also receive other perks and rewards.
Keen to meet us? We would like to see you… Come and say hello at head office, on the outskirts of
Liverpool
-ORWe’ll be at; Silmo in France, 26-29th Sept.
HKTDC in Hong Kong, 5-7th Nov.
MIDO in Italy, 28th Feb-2nd Mar. 2015
Required:
We are looking for agents that come with existing experience and contacts, have a self-starting
nature and a proven track record of sales within the fashion and optical frames market, ideally from
a FMCG background. Our range will perfectly complement existing portfolio's and have enough
gravitas & variations to be sold exclusively too.
We are looking for someone that has these personal attributes:
* Eloquent, Bright and Confident
* Stylish, well dressed with a neat-and-tidy personal appearance
* Intelligent, Creative & Energetic
* Can handle responsibility and be trustworthy
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The company can provide for the right person:
* Increased range as the business grows and always up-to-date fashions – you won’t be left with
stale stock.
* The chance to potentially put your own favourite brands into the portfolio
* Exciting new Company, chance to work with us at the beginning and really help the business grow
* Brands at all price points; good, better, best, from £18 wholesale to £500 wholesale
* On line ordering system, massively reduced paperwork

Interested? Please send your CV in Word format ASAP for a confidential chat
* Start date: Sept onwards

Global Eyewear Brands LLP
http://www.globaleyewearbrands.com
careers@globaleyewearbrands.com

